
Lindos, Rhodos 
 

Unknown Stones  

Bouldering around Lindos
Several new bouldering sites near the famous town of Lindos on the beautiful island of Rhodes.
rock can be sharp in places but there is 
 
ACROPOLIS VIEW, LINDOS

The view from the boulders. 
 
Park in the popular photo spot beside the Amphitheatre Club 
below some amazing looking cliffs facing the acropolis of ancient Lindos. 

 
The mighty pinnacle.  The first climbs are on the tufa-ridden seaward face:  1/ Undercutter 5+ Sit start and undercut past the sharpest holds 2/ Tufa Tussle 5+ Sit start and wrestle up the tufa.  
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Bouldering around Lindos Λίνδος, Ρόδος 
sites near the famous town of Lindos on the beautiful island of Rhodes.

be sharp in places but there is acres of potential. 
ACROPOLIS VIEW, LINDOS 

Park in the popular photo spot beside the Amphitheatre Club – just north of Lindos.  The boulders are 
below some amazing looking cliffs facing the acropolis of ancient Lindos.  
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The next problems all start sat in the cave below the pinnacle:  

          3,4,5  

 3/ Apollo’s Bow 6b Sit start.  Fight out of the cave and make an exacting leftwards traverse of the break.  4/ Needle of Helios 6a Sit start.  The fine face fairly direct.  5/ The Sun’s Tower 6a Sit Start.  The right arête.  Avoid the adjoining rock.  There are tons of other boulders here but the next prizes are on the big cyclopean rock.  It all gets a bit highball: 

 

   6        7  6/ Skull Hole 3+ (English Severe) The right edge of the hole and the capping roof.  Also serves as a descent.  7/ Crimps 4+Sit start.  Beautiful crimps up the wall.  Moving round on to the front face:  8/ Class Wall 5 Quite high ball.  Crimp up the wall left of the cave.  

 

        8          9      10  9/ Cyclopean 3+ (English Hard Severe) The left edge of the cave.  10/ Before Tartarus 5 Sit start.  Take the wall right of the cave.   The seaward face of this boulder offers some highball projects / routes.  The cliffs behind offer hundreds potential new routes.   
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PEFKOS BARRIER CLIFF  

  Between Lindos and Pefkos.  Park just north of the first line of cliffs on some waste ground just before the houses.   Red Cross Boulder  One nice boulder among many.  The cliffs behind look like they would yield amazing trad or sport 
routes.  
1/ Easy 2  Stand on just left of the arch.  2/ Archon 6b Sit start in the cave and pull out.  3/ Block Stand 5 Stand on the embedded block and climb the slots.  4/ Diverger I 6a Sit start on a good flat hold.  Trend slightly left.  5/ Diverger II 6a Sit start near the arête but don’t use it.  The next problems are on the face marked by the Red Cross:  6/ Thyme 6a Sit start.  Use holds on the arête. 

 7/ Akrotiri Pefkos 6b Sit start.  Blast up the central line. 
 8/ Red Cross Arête 6a+  Sit start.  Climb the arête past the paint.  Round on the back of the boulder are two burly problems:  9/ Hard in this Heat 5+ Sit start.  Heave up the left side of the face.  10/ Heave-Ho 5+ Sit start.  The right-hand overhanging line.  11/ Red Cross Girdle 6a+ Start up problem 1 and loop the boulder.  Finish up Heave-Ho.
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    1         2      3      4    5      6             7          8    

   6 7 8       

   

         9          10   All the same boulder – believe it or not.  
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SPILIA BAY, PEFKOS 
A fairly minor area but near a track used by walkers and runners.  Not far beyond Fokia Bay.  

  
The first low roof, left of the holed boulder, really 
is pretty minor but gives three sitters: 
 

               2       3 
 1/ Back 5 
 
2/ Front L 5 
 
3/ Front R 5 
 
The main event – the holed boulder than is visible 
from some way off.  The left face gives: 
 
4/ Trek Left 6a 
Sit start, eliminate the crack and pull left. 
 

5/ Spikey Crack 5+ 
Sit start.  Take the crack more or less direct. 
 

   4      5  
On to the front of the boulder: 
 

         6           7,8      9 
 6/ Spilia Arete 5 
The left arete. 
 
7/ Foot Hole 4+ 
Stand in the hole and climb the wall direct. 
 
8/ Holed 6b 
The sit start version of the previous problem.  No 
arete. 
 
9/ Sharp Arete 6a+ 
Sit start on the sharp fin.  Chuck for the arete. 
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FOKIA BAY, PEFKOS  
Deep water solo and trad solo lines at the Pefkos diving cove.  There is potential for some brilliant pad-time 
behind the main slab if you had a team and some pads.  English trad grades are given where the water is not that 
deep. 
 

    1 2     3                4  
 
1/ The Left Arête Severe 4a 
Traverse around and carefully solo the left arête. 
 
2/ Fokia Slab Severe 4a 
Very fine climbing up the centre of the slab. 
 

3/ The Right Arête Severe 4a 
Excellent soloing up the right edge of the slab. 
 
4/ Outta the Sea 5+ 
Bare-foot and undercut up the prominent crack.    

__________________________________________________________________________________________ ST. PAUL’S BAY, LINDOS  
Some fun climbing, pointing to heaps more in the 
famous bay. 
 1/ Diving Platform Direct 5 

 
 
 
 
 

Jug up the widest part of the roof on the lower 
diving platform. 
 
2/ This is Lindos MVS 4b 
7m. DWS. Start 6m right of the diving platform. 
Climb up via a flat-screen TV sized block, wending 
about to find the best holds. Dare you make the 
jump? 
 
3/ Pillars of Herakles HVS 5b 
7m. DWS. A plumb line up the chapel side of the 
gap in the natural seaward wall. Gain the base of 
the route by swimming or scrabbling from the 
chapel side, Climb the overhang wall on jugs and 
big side-pulls. 
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